We show the existence of many infinite classes of permutations over finite fields and bent functions by extending the notion of linear translators, introduced by Kyureghyan (
Introduction
The main goal of this article is to further extend the possibilities of employing the concept of linear translators, introduced by Kyureghyan [10] , for the purpose of constructing new classes of permutation polynomials over finite fields explicitly. Some of these permutations can be potentially used to construct bent functions. A finite field of order p n is denoted by F p n , where p is any prime and n a positive integer. A polynomial F ∈ F p n [x] is said to be a permutation if its associated mapping x → F (x) over F p n is bijective. During the last few years there has been a tremendous progress in construction methods and characterization of many infinite classes of permutations, see a survey on recent works in [9] and the references therein.
This paper extends the work in [4] and [12] . In [4] , several new classes of permutation polynomials of the form, originally studied by Kyureghyan in [10] ,
were derived. In [12] , permutation polynomials of the form (2) are studied and then further used in the construction of bent functions.
Here, γ ∈ F * p rk is a so-called b-linear translator of f (cf. Definition 1) and L a linearized permutation over F p rk (also called p k permutation polynomial). It should be noted that this construction is in a certain sense a generalization of the so-called switching construction [5, 6] . Akbary, Ghioca and Wang unified the Kyureghyan's construction for arbitrary subsets S ⊂ F p n (not only subfields of F p n ) along with proposing a few other constructions in [1] . This general criterion is now called AGW criterion [14, Theorem 8.1.39 ].
After these pioneering works a series of papers [16] [17] [18] [19] (among others) treated the same topic of specifying new classes of permutation polynomials of the form (1) . For a nice survey of recent achievements related to this particular class of permutations the reader is referred to [9] . In particular, the existence of linear translators was analyzed in [4] for some simple polynomial forms (monomials and binomials) and their efficient embedding in (1) then resulted in several explicit classes of (sparse) permutation polynomials. Apart from the unified framework provided by AGW criterion, most of the recent attempts are towards specifying explicitly suitable functions h, f and L as in (1) . Alternatively, for F given by
the main idea is to specify suitable degrees s, elements δ ∈ F p n , and the function f for some particular field characteristic p, see e.g. [18] , thus only giving rise to sporadic families of permutations.
The main obstacle when considering the forms (1) and (2) is that some explicit classes of (sparse) permutation polynomials could be specified provided the existence of suitable polynomials admitting linear translators. For instance, it was shown in [4] that for n = rk (where r > 1), the function f (x) = βx i + x j , i < j, where f : F p n → F p k and β ∈ F * p n , has a linear translator if and only if n is even, k = n 2 , and furthermore f (x) = T n k (x). This indi-cates that the class of polynomials f : F p n → F p k admitting linear translators is quite likely rather small. To increase its cardinality and consequently to be able to derive other classes of permutation polynomials, we extend the original definition of linear translators to identify other instances of functions admitting such translators. We call these translators Frobenius translators since the derivative of f is rather expressed as f (
Apparently, linear translators are just a special case of Frobenius translators. To justify this extension, we may for instance consider the mapping f : x → T n k (x 2 k +1 ) over F 2 n , where n = rk and 1 ≤ ≤ r − 1, which does not have linear but admits a Frobenius translator, cf. Example 1. This gives us the possibility to construct permutation polynomials whose form greatly resembles (1), (2) though using Frobenius translators instead, cf. Theorem 3, Proposition 10. It is worth pointing out that Frobenius translators directly correspond to standard linear translators when f is raised to a suitable power, cf. Proposition 1. Nevertheless, using the standard definition of a linear translator certain explicitly given sparse polynomials (quadratic) could not be identified. In connection to explicit characterization of quadratic polynomials admitting translators [4] , we address the existence of Frobenius translators for the class of functions given by f (x) = T n k (βx p i +p j ), where n = rk. In addition, another class of permutations of the form F (x) = L(x) + (x p k − x + δ) s is proposed by specifying those L, s, and δ that satisfy the condition given recently in [4] .
In the second part of this article, we focus on the use of suitable quadruples of bent functions and Frobenius translators in order to provide new secondary constructions of bent functions. Recently, many works have been devoted to secondary constructions of bent functions and for an exhaustive list of main contributions the reader is referred to [3] . Here, we mainly focus on the construction of Mesnager et al. [11, 13] , where bent functions are constructed using a suitable set of permutations whose duals are also explicitly defined. This is a nice property since in general computing the dual of a bent function is a hard problem. Many secondary constructions rely on the initial bent functions whose duals satisfy certain properties. In [11] , the required property for three bent functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , whose sum
This problem has been partially solved in [11] and a general method for finding quadruples of so-called anti-self dual bent functions is given in [15] . Nevertheless, a slightly different approach [8] that uses a quadruple of bent functions f 1 , . . . , f 4 , sharing the above properties but this time f * 1 +f * 2 +f * 3 +f * 4 = 1 instead, also leads to the design of secondary bent functions. The problem of finding such quadruples satisfying f * [8] . We provide an efficient and generic solution to this problem which allows us to explicitly specify further secondary classes of bent functions and their duals. Based on the use of linear translators, in [13] the authors derived several infinite families of bent functions by defining suitable permutations from which initial quadruples of bent functions are defined. Similar results are presented using Frobenius translators, hence offering similar classes of secondary bent functions using a lifted version of function f .
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The concept of linear translators and the generic method of specifying new permutations based on their use is given in Section 2. In Section 3, we generalize the concept of linear translators by introducing the notion of Frobenius translators, which is proved useful for identifying polynomials admitting this type of translators (standard linear translators being non-existent). A large family of permutations over F p n of the form F (x) = L(x) + (x p k − x + δ) s is specified in Section 4. In Section 5, we employ Frobenius translators to specify some secondary classes of bent functions and their duals. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
Linear translators -preliminaries
For clarity, we recall the original definition of linear translators given in [10] by Kyureghyan. Throughout this article p designates any prime and n = rk.
In particular, when k = 1, γ is usually said to be a b-linear structure of the function f
We denote by T r(·) the absolute trace on F p n and by T n k (·) the trace function from F p n to F p k :
We also recall that a F p k -linear function on F p n is of the type
The following result concerning the existence of linear translators can be easily deduced from [5, Theorem 1] and [10, Theorem 5], given respectively, when k = 1 and k = n.
Theorem 1 A function f from F p n to F p k , has a linear translator if and only if there is a non-bijective F p k -linear function L on F p n such that f (x) = T n k (H • L(x) + βx) for some H : F p n → F p n and β ∈ F p n . In this case the kernel of L is contained in the subspace of linear translators (including 0 by convention).
Notice that Theorem 1 is not efficient either in characterizing or identifying sparse quadratic mappings admitting linear translators. The problem also arises from the fact that when specifying f (x) = T r n k (P (x)), then P (x) is not unique. The construction of permutations based on linear translators, introduced by Kyureghyan in [10, Theorem 1], is given below.
Frobenius translators
The main restriction of Theorem 2 is that it only gives new permutation polynomials for linear translators of f satisfying the conditions in Definition 1.
Example 1 Let p = 2, n = rk and f : x → T n k x 2 k +1 with 1 ≤ ≤ r − 1. Let γ ∈ F 2 n and u be any element of F 2 k . Then
This shows that
where L is a non-bijective p k -linear mapping. However, specifying H and L is not trivial.
In the above example, b = T n k γ 2 k +1 does not correspond to a linear translator of f since we would obtain f (x + γ u) + f (x) = u 2 b, for γ satisfying γ 2 2 k = γ , instead of having ub on the right-hand side. To find other (non-affine) functions f which have b-translators appears to be a difficult problem. Some general conditions are given in [10, Section 2] but having precise instances of these functions is more useful since they give rise to explicit constructions of permutations. In particular, extending Definition 1 to cover other cases, as illustrated in the above example, would be useful for deducing other families of permutation polynomials.
To accomplish this, we extend the definition of linear translators to cover the case when f (x + γ u) − f (x) = u p i b, as given below.
Notice that in the above definition taking i = 0 gives a standard definition of translators. Nevertheless, there is a stronger relationship between the two definitions, as demonstrated by the following result. 1
The proof in the other direction follows the same reasoning.
Remark 2
The only difference between the two equivalent definitions of the Frobenius/linear translator given in Definition 2 and Proposition 1 regards whether the function f : F p n → F p k or alternatively the element u ∈ F p k is kept fixed.
Proof The proof also follows from Proposition 1 and [10, Proposition 1] . For clarity,
The following simple consequence is quite useful for the purpose of satisfying conditions related to constructions of bent functions in Section 5.
Corollary 1 In the binary case the sum of any three
Proof By applying Proposition 2, we know that
In the binary case, it is an (i, b)-Frobenius translator.
Theorem 3 For n = rk, let h : F p k → F p k be an arbitrary mapping and let γ ∈ F p n be
where L :
Proof Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, one can deduce that
is permutation if and only if g(x) p i is a permutation as well. Therefore, raising the above equation to the power of p i we obtain that
) is a permutation if and only if g p i : u → u p i +bh(u p i ) is a permutation. In other words,F (x) is a permutation if and only if u + bh(u) is a permutation on F p k , which completes the proof.
Remark 3
The condition imposed on h, which applies to both linear and Frobenius translators, requiring that for a given b ∈ F * p k the function x + bh(x) is a permutation of F p k is easily satisfied (when b = 0 this is certainly true). Indeed, given any permutation g over
is a permutation. Thus, the main challenge is to specify {f : F p n → F p k } which admit linear/Frobenius translators. Each such translator then gives different permutations over F p n for different permutations g over F p k .
Apart from Example 1, one can for instance find Frobenius translators by combining trace functions, more precisely by defining f (x) = T r n k (x)+T r n 2k (x), for n = 4k, as shown below.
In the binary case, it also has a (k, γ p k + γ p 3k )-Frobenius translator.
For p = 2 the only possibility that f has a linear translator is γ + γ p 2k = 0, which results in a 0-translator. In the binary case, we have f (
for any x ∈ F 2 4k and any u ∈ F 2 2k , which means that γ is a (k, γ p k + γ p 3k )-Frobenius translator.
Specifying sparse polynomials admitting translators
In this section we specify exactly Frobenius translators for certain classes of mappings f : F p n → F p k , which gives us the possibility to specify some new infinite classes of permutations. The following existence results are similar to the ones presented in [4] , with the difference that here we consider Frobenius translators by means of Definition 2. On the other hand, binomial mappings of the form f (x) = βx i +x j still admit Frobenius translators as shown below, though only linear ones. 
which is of the form g = βx i + x j so that we can still apply Proposition 2 [4] . This immediately implies the following:
We conclude this section by specifying Frobenius translators related to quadratic mappings of the form f (x) = T n k (βx p i +p j ) as discussed in [4] .
Lemma 1 [4] Let n = rk and f (x) = T n k (βx p i +p j ), where i < j. Then, f has a derivative independent of x, that is, f (x+uγ )−f (x) = T n k (β(uγ ) p i +p j ) for all x ∈ F p n , all u ∈ F p k , if and only if β, γ ∈ F * p n are related through,
where 0 < l < r satisfies j = i + kl.
Nevertheless, the relation between β and γ imposed by (4) and their existence were not investigated in [4] . Below, we specify the exact relationship between β and γ , thus implying the possibility of defining some infinite classes of permutations explicitly.
Proposition 6
Let n, r, k, l be as in Lemma 1, α be a primitive element of F p n , and γ = α a , β = α b ∈ F p n . Then βγ p i+lk + β p (r−l)k γ p i+(r−l)k = 0 if and only if b = −ap i+lk (p (r−l)k + 1) mod (p n − 1), p = 2 −ap i+lk (p (r−l)k + 1) + p n −1 2 1 − p (r−l)k −1 mod (p n − 1), p = 2.
Proof Expressed in terms of α, the equation −α b+ap i+lk = α bp (r−l)k +ap i+(r−l)k is considered separately for the binary and non-binary case. Let p = 2. In this case
Let p = 2. In this case −1 = α p n −1 2 and α p n −1
The Frobenius translators related to the function f in Lemma 1 are further specified in the result below.
Theorem 4 Let n = rk and f (x) = T n k βx p i +p i+kl , where r > 1 and 0 < l < r. Assume that γ ∈ F * p n is an (s, b)-translator of f , where b = T n k (βγ p i +p i+lk ). Then: i) If p = 2 the condition (4) in Lemma 1 must be satisfied and s = i + 1. In particular, if β ∈ F 2 k then γ = 1 is a 0-translator of f if r is even, and γ = 1 is an (i + 1, β)-translator if r is odd. ii) If p > 2 we necessarily have b = 0. In particular, if β ∈ F p k then n is even and γ must satisfy γ p 2kl −1 = −1 and T r n k (γ p i +p i+lk ) = 0.
Proof If (4) is satisfied then
i) Let p = 2. Then u 2p i = u p i+1 and γ is an (i + 1, b)-translator. In particular, if β ∈ F 2 k then γ = 1 is a solution to (4). Then, b = βT n k (γ 2 i +2 i+lk ) = βT n k (1) = 0 if r is even and b = β for odd r.
ii) It is a direct consequence of [4, Theorem 4].
The following example specifies a function having a linear translator constructed in this way.
Example 2
Let us consider f (x) = T n k (βx p i +p j ) given in Lemma 1, where p = 2. The relevant parameters are: n = rk = 8, r = 4, k = 2 and i = 2, l = 1, j = i + kl = 4. Let α be a primitive element of the field F 2 4 . We fix an arbitrary element γ = α a by setting e.g. a = 3. Now the function f : F 2 8 → F 2 2 , having a linear translator, can be specified using the condition (4) in Lemma 1. The element β = α b is then computed, using Proposition 6, by specifying b to be Proof Let γ ∈ F * q n be a (t, b)-Frobenius translator of the function f , where b ∈ F * q . Then the following equation holds for every u ∈ F q and x ∈ F q n :
Then, we have
For (5) to hold, only a single term u p i must be present whereas the other coefficients are zero. The coefficients of u p i +p j and u p i +1 do not depend on x and are therefore always constant. Since x → x p i γ p j and x → ax p i γ are permutations of the field F q n , the coefficients of u p j and u are never constant.
The only way to satisfy (5) is therefore to define i, j so that u p j ∈ {u p i , u} and u ∈ {u p i , u p j } so that we can cancel these terms. The condition u p j = u for any u ∈ F q implies that F q = F p m is a subfield of F p j , thus m | j so that j = bm and also j | n. Then,
To possibly remove the dependency on x of the first two terms, we must only have that u = u p i for all u ∈ F q which gives F q < F p i , thus m | i. Since we assumed i > j then j | i and i | n, thus i = cj and n = ri.
This gives,
where we used that u p i = u in the last term. Next, we need to examine under which conditions g(x) = T r q n q (x p i (γ p j + aγ ) + x p j γ p i + axγ p i ) is a constant mapping. Since now q = p m , p j = p bm , p i = p cbm , and q n = p rcbm for some integers b, c, r, then using T r q n q (x) = T r q n q (x q ) we can rewrite this mapping as (noting that x q n = x implies x q k β = xβ q n−k ):
Similarly as before, g(x) is in fact the trace of a permutation. The only possibility that g(x) is a constant mapping is that
If this additional condition is satisfied and x p i +p j + ax p i +1 has not been considered in [4] with respect to the existence of linear translators, and consequently we cannot apply the results in [4] in this case. Notice that once again Theorem 1 is inefficient in identifying such an explicit form of f which is in general represented as f (x) = T r q n q (H • L(x) + βx)).
Permuting subspaces and derived permutations
In this section we consider a special class of polynomials for which the permutation property is scaled down to the same property though restricted to a certain subspace of the field F p n . It will be shown that the special form considered here and the restriction of the permutation property to this subspace leads us easily to a large class of permutations of the form
We recall the following result that was derived recently in [4] .
Theorem 5 [4] Let p be an odd prime, n = 2k and F : F p n → F p n with
where L is an F p k -linear permutation and s is any integer in the range [0, p n − 2]. Then F is a permutation over F p n if and only if the function
is a permutation of the subspace S = {y ∈ F p n | T n k (y) = 0}. In particular, if s satisfies p k s ≡ s (mod p n − 1) then F is a permutation.
We notice that the form of F above corresponds to x + bh(x) when L(x) = x and b = 1. Furthermore, as already noticed in [4] , L induces a permutation of S. By noting that T r n k (α) = 0 if and only if there exists β ∈ F p n such that α = β − β p k , we can write S = {y ∈ F p n | T n k (y) = 0} = {β − β p k |β ∈ F p n }. We first consider the special case when δ ∈ S. Proposition 8 Let p be odd, n = 2k, and S = {y ∈ F p n | T n k (y) = 0}. Then the mapping
permutes the set S for any δ ∈ S, any linear permutation L, and any even s ∈ {2, 4, . . . , p n − 1}. Consequently,
is a permutation for any δ ∈ S, for any L and any even s ∈ {2, 4, . . . , p n − 1}.
Proof Since s is even, let us write s = 2s and let a ∈ S be arbitrary. Then, because a ∈ S, we can write a = b − b p k for some b ∈ F p n and
Since x + δ is an element of S for every x, δ ∈ S, the function G(x), restricted to S, can be written as
Since L(x) is a linear permutation and we already observed that it induces a permutation of S, G(x) must be a permutation of S. From Theorem 5, it then follows that
This result provides us with many infinite classes of permutations of the form (6), as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3 Let p = 3, n = 2k, k = 3, L be any F 3 3 -linear permutation on F 3 6 , and let δ ∈ F 3 6 be such that T r 6 3 (δ) = 0. It then follows from Proposition 8 that the mapping
permutes the set S = {y ∈ F 3 6 |T r 6 3 (y) = 0} for any even s. Further, by Theorem 5
is a permutation for any δ ∈ S and any even s.
A closely related issue in this context is whether there are suitable linear mappings L and exponents s when δ ∈ S .
Proposition 9
Let p be odd, n = 2k, and S = {y ∈ F p n | T n k (y) = 0}. Then the mapping
permutes the set S for any δ, any linearized permutation L, and any s = t (p k + 1), where t is an integer. Consequently,
is a permutation for any δ, for any L, and any integer t.
Proof For every x ∈ F p n , we have
It follows that
Similarly as before, it follows from Theorem 5 that G(x) is a permutation of F p n .
Application to bent functions
In this section we provide a generalization of results in [12] by using Frobenius translators instead of standard linear translators, when p = 2. This allows us to specify some new infinite classes of permutations and their inverses similarly to the approach in [12] . In particular, we deduce suitable quadruples of permutations from which secondary classes of bent functions can be defined. Furthermore, we also solve an open problem [8] mentioned in the introduction which concerns the existence of quadruples of bent functions whose duals sum to one.
Generalization of certain permutations using Frobenius translators
The main result of the method in [11] is the condition imposed on the duals of four bent functions f 1 , . . . , f 4 (where f 4 = f 1 +f 2 +f 3 ) given by f * 1 +f * 2 +f * 3 +f * 4 = 0, where f * i denotes the dual of f i . This condition was shown to be both necessary and sufficient in order that the function H = f 1 f 2 +f 1 f 3 +f 2 f 3 is bent. This naturally leads to the employment of the Maiorana-McFarland class of bent functions, where a bent function f j : F 2 n ×F 2 n → F 2 in this class is defined as f j (x, y) = T r n 1 (xφ j (y) + θ j (y)), for some permutation φ j over F 2 n and an arbitrary function θ j over F 2 n . It was shown in [13] that the above quadruples of bent functions are easily identified using a set of permutations defined by means of linear translators. We show that this approach is easily extended if Frobenius translators are employed (as a consequence of Proposition 1), which induces similar classes of these sets of permutations suitable for defining new bent functions. Proposition 10 (Generalization of Proposition 3, [12] ) For positive integers k, n, with k|n, let f : F 2 n → F 2 k , L : F 2 n → F 2 n be an F 2 k -linear permutation of F 2 n , and let g : F 2 k → F 2 k be any permutation. Assume γ ∈ F * 2 n and a ∈ F * 2 k are such that γ is an (i, a)-Frobenius translator of f with respect to F 2 k . Then the function φ :
is a permutation polynomial of F 2 n and
H (x, y) = T r(xL(y)) + T r(L(γ 1 )xρ(y))T r(L(γ 2 )xρ(y)) +T r(L(γ 1 )xρ(y))T r(L(γ 3 )xρ(y)) + T r(L(γ 2 )xρ(y))T r(L(γ 3 )xρ(y)) is bent. Furthermore, its dual function H * is given by
+T r(γ 2 yρ(L −1 (x)))T r(γ 3 yρ(L −1 (x))).
Proof The only difference between Theorem 1 [12] , and the generalized version presented here is the modification to ρ andρ. In the original approach ρ(
. Then, raising ρ andρ to the power of 2 n−i , as it has been done in the proof of Proposition 10, the proof of Theorem 6 is the same as the proof of Theorem 1 [12] .
Example 4 Let n = 8, ω be a primitive element of F 2 8 , L be an arbitrary F 2 4 -linear permutation of F 2 8 and h be an arbitrary permutation of F 2 4 . Suppose we want that f :
is a binomial mapping and to use it in the construction of a bent function using Theorem 6. Using only the standard definition of a linear translator, we would be forced to define f (x) = T r 8 4 (x) according to Proposition 2 from [4] . But using Proposition 5 we can define f (x) = x 2 i +x 2 i+4 for any i with any γ ∈ F 2 8 being an (i, γ 2 i +γ 2 i+4 )-Frobenius translator of f .
To use Theorem 6, we need to define three pairwise distinct (i, a)-Frobenius translators. So we need to find three distinct γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ∈ F 2 8 such that
This would imply that γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 1 + γ 2 + γ 3 are all (i, a)-Frobenius translators. A quick computation shows that γ 1 + γ 2 , γ 1 + γ 3 , γ 2 + γ 3 ∈ F 2 4 is required. We select γ 1 = ω, γ 2 = ω 3 , γ 3 = ω 16 and, for example, if we fix i = 2, we get
and ω + ω 3 + ω 16 = ω 48 = 0. Let ρ,ρ and H be defined as in Theorem 6. It follows that H is a bent function.
New bent functions from suitable quadruples of bent functions
In difference to the above approach, which preserves the variable space of input functions, another method of constructing secondary bent functions on the extended variable space was recently proposed in [8] . Nevertheless, quite a similar set of conditions on initial bent functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , which was left as an open problem in [8] , is imposed in order that the resulting function F defined on a larger variable space is bent.
Open Problem 1 [8] Find such bent functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 so that f 1 + f 2 + f 3 = f 4 is again a bent function and f * 1
The design rationale is illustrated by Example 4.9 [8] , where using f 1 , f 2 , f 3 : F 2 n → F 2 that satisfy the above condition, implies that F : F 2 n × F 2 × F 2 defined as This condition can be easily satisfied by simply constructing the truth table of h 1 so that for every y ∈ F 2 6 we have h 1 (y) = h 1 (y + α 2 + α 3 ) + 1. Now we construct bent Maiorana-McFarland functions f j : F 2 6 × F 2 6 → F 2 , f j (x, y) = T r(xφ j (y)) + h j (y) and use them to define (cf. Example 4.9 in [8] ) F : F 2 12 × F 2 × F 2 → F 2 as F (X, y 1 , y 2 ) = f 1 (X) + y 1 (f 1 + f 3 )(X) + y 2 (f 1 + f 2 )(X).
The function F was implemented and tested using the programming package Magma. It was confirmed that F is a bent function.
Remark 6
In [15, Remark 3], a method to define anti-self-dual bent functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 1 +f 2 +f 3 (thus f * j = f j +1) is given which implies that f * 1 +f * 2 +f + 3 +f * 4 = 0. Another construction of f 1 , f 2 , f 3 satisfying this condition can be found in [20, Section 5] , where f 1 , f 2 , f 3 all belong to the partial spread (PS) class of Dillon [7] . It is based on a well-known property of the PS class that the dual f * of a PS function f is defined by substituting all the disjoint n 2 -dimensional subspaces in its support by their orthogonal subspaces [2] . It follows that f * 4 = f * 1 +f * 2 +f * 3 and consequently f * 1 +f * 2 +f * 3 +f * 4 = 0.
Further infinite families of bent functions based on translators
In [4] , many infinite families of permutations based on linear translators were introduced, some of which were already generalized in the previous sections. It turns that in the binary case some of those families satisfy the condition (A n ).
Proposition 12 [4, Proposition 4 ] Let n = rk and k > 1. Let g : F 2 k → F 2 k , f : F 2 n → F 2 k , and assume that γ is a 0-linear translator of f . Then,
is an involution.
Note that if γ is a 0-translator it is irrelevant to differentiate between linear and Frobenius translators.
Proposition 13
Let n = rk, k > 1, and f : F 2 n → F 2 k . Let γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 be pairwise distinct 0-linear translators of f , and define F j (x) = x + γ j g(f (x)) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where g : F 2 k → F 2 k . Then, the functions F j satisfy the condition A n .
Proof By Proposition 2, γ 1 + γ 2 + γ 3 must again be a 0-linear translator.
Then, by Proposition 12, F 1 + F 2 + F 3 is again a permutation and an involution. This immediately implies that the second requirement of condition (A n ) is satisfied as well.
The permutations given in Proposition 13 can be used in a straightforward manner to specify new families of bent functions by applying Proposition 11. Theorem 8 Let n = rk with k > 1, f : F 2 n → F 2 k , g : F 2 k → F 2 k , and let γ j , for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, be pairwise distinct 0-linear translators of f . Then, H (x, y) = T r(xy) + T r(γ 1 g(f (y)))T r(γ 2 g(f (y))) + T r(γ 1 g(f (y)))T r(γ 3 g(f (y))) +T r(γ 2 g(f (y)))T r(γ 3 g(f (y)))
is a self-dual bent function.
Another family of permutations that turns out to satisfy the condition (A n ) was introduced in [4]: Corollary 2 [4, Corollary 2] Let n = rk with k > 1, L be any F 2 k -linear permutation on F 2 n , and f (x) = T n k (βx) such that T r(βγ ) = 0. Then, the function F (x) = L(x) + L(γ )g(T r n k (βx)) is a permutation of F 2 n for any g : F 2 k → F 2 k . Moreover,
